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Abstract: Flexible, manageable, and more efficient energy storage solutions have increased the
demand for electric vehicles. A powerful battery pack would power the driving motor of electric
vehicles. The battery power density, longevity, adaptable electrochemical behavior, and temperature
tolerance must be understood. Battery management systems are essential in electric vehicles and
renewable energy storage systems. This article addresses concerns, difficulties, and solutions related
to batteries. The battery management system covers voltage and current monitoring; charge and
discharge estimation, protection, and equalization; thermal management; and battery data actuation
and storage. Furthermore, this study characterized the various cell balancing circuit types, their
components, current and voltage stresses, control reliability, power loss, efficiency, size and cost, and
their benefits and drawbacks. Secondly, we review concerns and challenges in battery management
systems. Furthermore, we identify problems and obstacles that need additional attention for optimal
and sustainable battery management systems for electric vehicles and renewable energy storage
systems. Our last topic will be on issues for further research.

Keywords: battery management system; cell balancing; charge estimations; BMS issues and
challenges

1. Introduction

The energy storage system (ESS) has become popular in many domains, such as electric
vehicles (EV), renewable energy storage, micro/smart-grid applications, etc. Modern EV
generations are a reliable substitute for an internal combustion engine (ICE). ICE-based
trucks, ships, cargo, and aircraft consume one-third of fossil fuel. ICE and industries are the
two primary sources and are the leading causes of the emission of carbon dioxide (CO2),
sulfur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO), and nitrogen oxides (NO) [1]. These gases
cause air pollution that is responsible for the greenhouse effect. In EV, the EES runs the
EV motor and machines: air conditioner, navigation lights, etc. The EV is well known as
a zero-carbon-emission vehicle, whence the release of SO2, CO2, NO, and CO have not been
prominent during driving; it would be helpful to consider the environmental challenges
and fossil fuel utilization [1,2].

Typically, EVs are fully/partially powered by storage energy (SE) in road-/highway-,
rail-, air-, and sea-based vehicles. Nowadays, high-tech vehicles like private cars and city
buses are currently being upgraded with ES. The cumulative EV market now stresses sus-
tainable battery development, power-system involvement, tax revenue, cost, e-commerce
accessibility, and the edge among the common choices for automation mobility [1,3]. Re-
cently, EVs have been progressively becoming popular in global markets such as China
and Europe. Increasing the use of EVs instead of ICE vehicles can alleviate problems, such
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as global warming and greenhouse gases, that pose a threat to the environment. Numer-
ous countries and companies are inspiring their people to use EVs in ways that are more
prudent and convenient for EV implementation and management. EVs are considered
an ESS transmitted in a smart/micro-grid system that uses synchronized charging energies
to equipoise unbalanced solar power and wind generation. Currently, EV’s ESS scales
capacity from 17 kW to 200 kW, which is unbelievable because EVs can receive the elec-
tricity during the pick-up load period. It makes a fantastic way for the renewable energies’
electrical structure to link to the grid, vehicle-to-grid (V2G), and grid-to-vehicle (G2V) [4–6].
In EVs, several energy storage devices (ESD) have been introduced, i.e., the super-capacitor
(SC), battery, and fuel cell. Batteries are well-known electrochemical storage devices that
supply electricity. In energy combustion, SC is an electromagnetic storage system wherein
electrodes and electrolytes store static energy, and liquid hydrogen (H2) is utilized in fuel
cells. Autonomous ESD cells have 1.5 V to 5.5 V, which are connected in series, parallel,
or series–parallel combinations in the ESD modules to accomplish the essential power of
EV demands. ESD is the electrochemical store, and its chemical reaction happens during
the discharging and charging time. The ESD output voltage and capacity rely upon the
deterioration of the chemical reaction, which is caused by the shortening of the lifespan and
cyclic life. The cell has been aligned askew with internal resistance, the thermal difference,
and self-discharge in the ESD pack because of cell formation and overcharge/discharge.
Different cells’ voltage and power reduction in the ESD packs can cause an explosion
during charging [7–10].

The storage energy powers EV accessories, the lighting system, the motor, and various
operational mechanisms. The rechargeable ESDs, e.g., Li-ion battery (LIB), lead-acid battery,
SCs, and nickel and zinc batteries, are used in EVs. The technological development of
ESDs has caused an intense increase in ESD demand in the field of portable electrical
apparatuses. However, lead-acid batteries have recently had an extensive worldwide
market in solar ESSs, whereas the LIB has future demand in bulk ESS. Different types of
ESDs are considered based on specific requirements in EVs [4,11,12]. In EV systems, ESD
specifications account for individual cell safety, especially energy storage capacity. The cell
voltage of an ESD becomes imbalanced due to the under/overcharge, the cell’s internal
chemical properties, and temperature profile [1,13]. The ESD lifetime can be increased by
reducing the temperature hazards and balancing the cell voltage.

The battery management system (BMS), which is compulsory for an ESS, plays a vital
role in EVs, as shown in Figure 1. The BMS ensures the ESD’s lifelong service, safety, and
balanced facility for EV driving. The BMS is an extensive structure containing inclusive
mechanisms and performance assessment for numerous ESD types, cell monitoring, power,
thermal management, charging/discharging procedures, health status, data acquirement,
cell protection, and lifetime.
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Cell voltage imbalance occurred during the charging/discharging time for internal
electrochemical reactions in ESD. In BMS, cell voltage balancing is the leading work to
improve cell life span and safety [1,4,14]. Researchers and scientists are working on
BMSs to develop highly efficient cell voltage/charge balancing systems to balance the cell
voltage/charge, protect the cell from hazardous explosions, and improve its reliability.

Motivation and objectives: Much research has been conducted on the BMS working
environments for EV systems. The BMS study field creates more attention and increases
the research scope at the academic or industrial level. The significance of BMS research is
illustrated in Figure 2, where we present the number of publications since 2010. Shen and
Gao [15] analyzed BMSs based on modeling efforts. Lelie et al. reviewed BMS hardware
concepts [16]. In [17,18], there is a discussion of battery modeling and state-of-charge
estimations. Lin, Jiayuan, et al., reviewed battery thermal management systems LIB [19],
and See, K.W. et al., reviewed safety issues on BMSs on a large scale LIB [20]. Tran, Manh-
Kien, et al., reviewed cloud-based smart BMSs for LIB [21]. However, most of the study
focused on BMS-specific parameters (i.e., battery modeling, state-of-charge estimation,
voltage balancing, heat, safety, etc.), for which some points are still lacking. Considering
these lacking points, the primary objective of this study is to present a brief survey and
to summarize the existing BMSs, descriptions, issues, challenges, and recommendations
based on various researchers’ efforts. This study started with background on ESSs, BMSs,
and EV-applicable batteries. Then a brief overview of BMSs, their issues, and challenges
are presented. Finally, the perspective of BMS improvement for the future is presented.
Figure 3 illustrates the taxonomy of an overview of the study.
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2. Survey Methods

This survey aims to illustrate a straightforward discussion, critical analysis, and
suggestions for BMSs. Therefore, the authors have gathered the most relevant and recent
information containing key technologies, drawbacks, and research gaps. This survey
determines the number of published articles based on four screening and assessment stages.
The initial phase of the systematic literature review is the screening and assessment of BMSs
in various databases, i.e., Google Scholar, ResearchGate, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, and
MDPI. Subsequently, we found 386 articles for analysis. Secondly, we searched our papers
based on crucial work and selected 215 articles for analysis. In the third stage, we selected
155 articles to read the abstract, introductions, and conclusion. Fourthly, we selected
65 articles to read whole sections and content based on journal impact, citations, and the
review process. Finally, we considered and established 91 articles to use as references and
developed this review.

The result of the survey is divided into four steps. Firstly, the EV-related battery is
discussed. Secondly, various aspects of BMSs have been clarified. Thirdly, the issues and
challenges of the BMS for EV systems have been investigated and discussed. Finally, future
directions for further improvement of BMSs have been presented. The survey structure has
been completed in two steps that are as shown in Figure 4.
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3. Battery

A battery is an electrochemical ESD that delivers electric power. EVs employ sec-
ondary electrochemical batteries, which have greater power and energy. The technological
advancement of batteries has significantly impacted the automation/EV sector [22–24].
Researchers have been consistently working on the EV battery system to provide greater
specific power and energy density batteries. Batteries with high specific energy and power
density, extended life term, and high-temperature tolerance are utilized in EVs. In EVs,
various rechargeable batteries are used, such as nickel-based batteries, LIBs, and sodium–
sulfur-based batteries [19,25]. LIBs have 0.3 MJ/kg energy density (more than 100 times
less than gasoline, which has 48 MJ/kg energy density), but it is a suitable alternative for
EV application. At present, LIBs are the most applied EV system.

LIBs are usually utilized in consumer devices, EVs, and grid storage. Positive elec-
trode materials include lithium metal oxide (LiCoO2, LiNiO2, LiMn2O4) and lithium iron
phosphate (LiFePO4). Graphite is often used in negative electrodes. The electrolyte is
a non-aqueous lithium salt. Electrical insulation uses a LiPF6 separator. LB offers high
energy density, specific energy, long lifespan, high cycle efficiency, quick reaction time, and
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low individual discharge rates [26–28]. Li-ion batteries’ high price and safety hazards when
overcharged restrict their usage in the power sector.

4. Battery Management System

LIBs are becoming highly powerful and deliver EV driving power as an alternative to
ICE vehicles and in clean transport worldwide. HEV and BEV systems will positively affect
the universal economy and the environment. In EV technologies, devices are required
to develop their competency during operational hours and safe operation, as well as to
secure the ESS. The BMS manages the ES, transmission, control, and management facilities
related to EV, along with the charge equalizer, battery cell voltage control, input/output
voltage controls, protection, and diagnosing and assessing errors [14,25,29]. Some BMS
specifications and functions are present in Figure 5. The BMS also manages the battery
charging characteristics and status. The BMS controls the battery’s charge and discharge
and the load demand of the battery pack. The BMS calculates the lithium’s cell voltage
levels and saves the cells from over/undercharging. To improve battery performance
and lifetime, the BMS should conduct cell balancing techniques using the charge/voltage
equalization. The BMS observes the cell operating temperature at some stages, manages
a power converter, and operates the battery cell in a way that keeps it healthy and safely
functional despite heat. The cell protection mechanism protects the cell from short cir-
cuit, overload, current/voltage stress, etc., over time [30–32]. In the EV system, the BMS
analyzes and measures the energy-storage distribution processes and defects. The specifi-
cations are current and voltage monitoring in the LIB cell; the estimation and protection
of LIB charge/discharge control; cell equalization; temperature, power, and heat manage-
ment; data storage and acquisition; communication and networking, and fault assessment
and diagnosis.
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4.1. Current and Voltage Monitoring in the Li-Ion Battery Cell

EVs are compactly connected through LIB packs. The battery cells’ nature can be
different during run times. Constant cell monitoring is essential to determine the state
of the cells. The cell monitoring results guide the device’s operating efficiency in energy
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management, power delivery, and safety. It manages cell monitoring under discharge
and charge conditions, overcharge and undercharge protection, temperature and heat
monitoring, fault detection, the data-acquisition interface, connectivity, and assessment,
among other things [33–36]. LIBs deliver constant voltage and current during the discharge
time. The unstable cell current and voltage delivery cause cell damage or explosion. During
operation, the cell voltage/current levels are required to be regulated to protect the cell
from undercharging/overcharging. In addition, the battery pack’s voltage and current
condition are displayed for further assistance.

4.2. Estimation and Protection of LIB Charge/Discharge Control

LIBs’ efficiency and development depend on the charge’s state and the discharge
situations. The optimal conditions for LIB competency enhance battery energy formation
and a flexible life cycle. The conventional charge and discharge panels reduce the memory
effect and lengthen the battery’s discharge duration. LIBs are discharged by CC–CV
(constant current and constant voltage) load, the DCM (discontinuous current mode), and
PI (proportionally integrated) controller operations, including the state of feature (SOF),
the state of charge (SOC), the state of health (SOH), and remaining useful life (RUL) [37–39].
The SOC indicates the charging–discharging and depth condition of LIBs. The SOC will be
measured and examined with several methods, i.e., open-circuit voltage (OCV), Coulomb
counting (CC), electromotive Force (EMF), internal resistance, electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy, model-based SOC estimation, unscented Kalman filter, extended Kalman
filter, Kalman filter (KF), sigma point Kalman filter, H∞ filter, particle filter recursive least
square, fuzzy logic (FL), neural network (NN), support vector machine (SVM), sliding
mode observer, genetic algorithm, non-linear observers, proportional-integral observer,
bi-linear interpolation, hybrid method, and impulse response. A battery’s state of health
(SOH) is determined by its power density, internal impedance, and self-discharge rate. The
SOH demonstrates the overall battery performance. The open-loop technique is used to
evaluate the SOH. It depends on the durability model, which accepts the mechanism of
lithium-ion loss, side reactions, capacity, internal resistance, and the close-loop battery
model for parameter detection.

The SOH will be measured and examined with a process, i.e., CC, OCV, impedance
spectroscopy, KF, particle filter, least square, FL, NN, SVM, sample entropy, and prob-
ability density function [40–44]. The SOF identifies the actual condition of the battery
by determining the output ratio of the battery’s existing efficiency in EV systems. The
charge/discharge profile of the battery can be calculated, determining SOH, SOC, SOF, and
operating temperature. The RUL can measure the SOH of the battery. There has been little
work done on the estimation of the RUL. Herein, we present some RUL measured and
examined with a process, i.e., adaptive filter technique, intelligent techniques, stochastic
technique, Bayesian, naïve Bayes, artificial NN, SVM, particles swim optimization, etc.
In EVs, LIB cells are used as ESS, connected in serial and parallel combinations on the
battery pack. The stored energy of the ESS is used to drive the motor and other systems
in the EV and is charged by the power supply from the outside [1,40,45–47]. A sequential
charge–discharge cycle causes pressure and charge imbalance between battery cells due to
the diversity of their physical properties. Unbalanced charging profiles are a discrepancy in
surviving systems due to temperature effects, manufacturing defects, and cell aging, which
reduce ESS’s overall efficiency and reliability. Over-discharge can degrade the battery’s
chemical components and shorten its lifespan. In addition, overcharging might result in
cell explosion [4,48]. The BMS can halt the charge and discharge of the battery when it is
not in use state or delivering electricity. Therefore, it is essential to protect batteries and
extend their storage capacity to their operating rating.

4.3. Cell Equalization

Battery ESSs (BESSs) are increasingly used in EV applications due to their many advan-
tageous characteristics, such as rapid demand response, great flexibility in the installation
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location, and brief building time [49]. Therefore, BESS contributes positively to the electrical
power system, such as voltage and frequency management, black-start capability, standing
reserve, renewable energy integration, peak shaving, load leveling, and power quality
enhancement. BESS cells are integrated in series/parallel in the strings to achieve the requi-
site power. So, cells’ SOC imbalance is typical in BESS due to an internal or external cause
and effect. The manufacturing defect, self-discharge rate, internal impedance, and charge
storage volume is the reason for cell imbalances. The unequal distribution is an external
reason for temperature increase in a BESS, driven by various self-discharge in the state of
the charge and discharge cycles in an unequal cell string [50–53]. Different cell-balancing
topologies have been proposed in the last few decades. Those are categorized into two main
categories: active balancing and passive balancing, based on their ES elements, utilization,
and energy balancing methods illustrated in Figure 6.
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4.3.1. Passive Cell Balancing

Balancing passive cells requires shunt resistors to reduce excess energy in the form
of heat. In dissipative cell balance, the topology reduces extra power until the lower and
higher cells’ powers are equivalent. This topology offers low cost, simplicity, and a compact
size. The disadvantages include heat dissipation, energy loss, and lengthy cell balancing.
Shunting resistors are used to balance passive cells [54,55].

4.3.2. Active Cell Balancing

Active cell balancing seems to outperform passive cell balancing. It transfers extra
energy between BESS cells using capacitors, converters, transformers, and inductors instead
of shunt resistors. Excessive energy cells move the higher energy to lower energy cells
based on their energy carrier. Accordingly, cell balance is acquired without energy waste.
As an effect, the topology can be utilized regardless of the chemical properties of all cells
for the technology. High efficiency and high balancing speed are major benefits, though
they come with implementation complexity and high cost. Based on the active elements,
active cell balancing is classified into three different categories: capacitors, converters, or
inductors and transformers [50,56,57].
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• Cell balancing based on capacitor: Capacitors aid in achieving cell balance by shifting
energy between nearby cells. The primary disadvantages are energy loss during
capacitor charging and delayed balancing. Switched capacitors are used in single-
tiered, double-tiered, and multiple capacitors [4,58].

• Cell balancing based on a transformer or inductor: Transformers or inductors are
used to achieve cell equilibrium through the energy transferred from a cell module
to another cell module or from cell to cell, where it can achieve cell equilibrium
very quickly. However, the disadvantage of this method is the need to include filter
capacitors across each cell due to the high cost and frequency of the transformer. The
approach variations include a single-winding transformer, multi, multiple winding,
and a single/multi-inductor [59,60].

• Cell balancing based on a converter: Convertor-based cell balancing has recently
gained popularity owing to its unique ability to regulate the whole balancing process.
But high cost and complexity remain essential issues. A standard/modified DC–
DC converter, such as a buck, boost, or buck–boost converter, flyback converter,
resonant converter, full-bridge and cuk converter, or a PWM converter, is used for
balancing [61,62].

• Comparative Analysis: The balancing speed, charge/discharge capabilities, and pri-
mary components needed for balancing and cell application are compared. Table 1
compares them. As little resistance is used for successive mode operation, passive
cell balancing is appropriate for applications that consume limited power. Further-
more, passive cell balancing is cheap. Nevertheless, active cell balancing saves more
energy and can manage more power than passive cell balancing. If appropriately
used, full-bridge converters may solve two primary obstacles that BESSs face (DC/AC
power and cell balancing system). Another advantage is its fast balancing speed.
During charging/discharging, the cell with lower/higher energy precedes the cell
with higher/lower energy. More details of active and passive charge balancing circuits
are discussed in [63].

Table 1. Comparison of the charge balancing topologies [4,53,63].

Balancing
Techniques,

Methods,
and Types

No. of Elements
for Balancing

(n Cells)

Balancing
Time, Control

Complicity

Power Loss,
Efficiency

Voltage and
Current Stress

Size
and Cost Benefits Drawbacks

Fixed Shunt,
Passive

and Fixed
n resistors Slow,

Very Simple
Very High,

Poor Zero/Zero Very Small,
Very Cheap

Very simple control
system, very small size

and cheap

Long balance time,
high power loss,
require thermal
management,

poor efficiency

Switch Shunt,
Passive and

Only Charging

n switches,
n resistors Slow, Simple Very High,

Low High/High Very Small,
Very Cheap

Simple control system,
vary cheap and small in
size, suitable to apply in

HEV but face some
limitations for
applying in EV

Long balance time,
high power loss,
require thermal
management,

poor efficiency

Analog Shunt,
Passive, and Only

Charging

n switches,
n Op-amps,
3n resistors,
n capacitors

Slow, Simple High, Low High/High Very Small,
Cheap

Simple control system,
very small and cheap

High power loss,
require thermal
management,

poor efficiency
Single-Switch

Capacitor, Active
and Charge/

Discharge

n + 5 switches,
1 capacitor

Medium,
Complex

Minor,
Better Low/Low Small,

Medium

Bidirectional, simple
control, good efficiency,
suitable for application

in HEV and EV

Control system is
complex, and minor

power loss

Switch Capacitor,
Active and

Charge/Discharge

2n switches,
n − 1 capacitor

Medium,
Medium

Minor,
Better Low/Low Medium,

Medium

Bidirectional, simple
control, low current and

voltage stress

Many switches
needed, medium

equalization speed
Double-Tiered

Switch capacitor,
Active and

Charge/Discharge

2n switches,
2n − 3 capacitor

Medium,
Complex

Minor,
Better Low/Low Medium,

Medium

Bidirectional, good
efficiency, fast balancing
compared with switch

capacitor

Many switches
needed, medium

equalization speed

Modularized
Switch Capacitor,

Active and
Charge/Discharge

M(n + 2)
switches,
M(n − 1)
capacitor

Medium,
Complex

Minor,
Better Low/Low Medium,

Medium

Bidirectional, low
current and voltage

stress, applied in high
power application

Requires many
switches, complex

control system, large
size and costly
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Table 1. Cont.

Balancing
Techniques,

Methods,
and Types

No. of Elements
for Balancing

(n Cells)

Balancing
Time, Control

Complicity

Power Loss,
Efficiency

Voltage and
Current Stress

Size
and Cost Benefits Drawbacks

Single Inductor,
Active and

Charge/Discharge

2n − 2 switches,
1 inductor,

2n − 2 diodes

High,
Complex Low, High Low/Low Medium,

Medium

Bidirectional, low
power loss, current and

voltage stress is low

Requires many
switches and diodes,

complex control

Multi Inductor,
Active, and

Charge/Discharge

n + 1 switches,
n − 1 inductors

High,
Complex Low, High Low/Low Large,

Medium

Bidirectional, low
power loss, current and
voltage stress is low, fast

balancing compared
with a single inductor
and switch capacitor

Requires many
switches and current

filter capacitor,
complex control

Single Winding
Transformer,
Active and

Charge/Discharge

n + 6 switches,
1 diode,

2 indicators,
1 transformer

Medium,
Complex Low, Better Medium/

Medium
Large,
Costly

Bidirectional, medium
balancing speed, low

magnetizing loss

Requires many
switches and

components for
balancing and

complex
control system

Multi-winding
Transformer,
Active and

Charge/Discharge

2 switches,
n diode,

1 winding
transformer,

n + 1 inductors

Medium,
Complex Low, Better Medium/Low Large,

Costly

Bidirectional, medium
balancing speed,

suitable for use in HEV
and EV application

Many switches and
components are

required for
balancing and
a sophisticated

control system, as
well as a high

magnetic loss and
a high dimension.

Modularized
Winding

Transformer,
Active and

Charge/Discharge

M(n + 2)
switches,

Mn diodes,
M(n + 2)

indicators,
M − 1

transformers

Medium,
Complex

Very Low,
Better Low/Low Large,

Costly

Suitable for application
in high-power ES

systems and used in
HEV and EV

Several switches and
components are

required for balance,
and a complicated

control system, large
size and costly

Fly-Back Converter,
Active and

Charge/Discharge

2n switches, 2n
inductors, n

winding
transformers

Medium,
Medium Low, Good Low/Low Large,

Costly

Bidirectional, medium
balancing speed, low

power loss, current, and
voltage stress

Several switches and
components are

required for balance,
and a complicated

control system, large
size and costly

Boost Converter,
Active, and

Charge/Discharge

n + 1 switches,
1 diode,

n + 1 indicators
1 capacitor

High,
Complex

Minor,
Better Low/Low Medium,

Medium

Bidirectional, high
balancing speed, low
current and voltage

stress, minor power loss

Requires intelligent
and appropriate
voltage sensing,
complex control
system, costly

Buck–Boost
Converter, Active

and
Charge/Discharge

2n − 2 switches,
n − 1 inductors

Vary High,
Complex

Minor,
Better Low/Low Medium,

Medium

Bidirectional, very high
balancing speed, low
current and voltage

stress, minor power loss

Requires intelligent
and appropriate
voltage sensing,

complex
control system

Ramp Converter,
Active and

Charge/Discharge

n switches,
n diodes,

n/2 inductors,
n capacitors

Medium,
Complex Low, Good Medium/

Medium
Large,
Costly

Bidirectional, less
power loss, soft

switching,
good efficient

Several switches and
components are

required for balance,
and a complicated

control system, costly

Cuk Converter,
Active and

Charge/Discharge

2n − 2 switches,
2n − 2 inductors,
N − 1 capacitors

High,
Complex Low, Better Low/Low Medium,

Medium

Bidirectional, high
balancing efficiency, low

current and voltage
stress, suitable for HEV

and EV

Several switches and
components are

required for balance,
and a complicated

control system, large
size and costly

Resonant
Converter, Active

and
Charge/Discharge

2n − 2 switches,
n − 1 indicators,
n − 1 capacitors

High,
Complex

Very Low,
Better Low/Low Medium,

Costly

Bidirectional, high
balancing efficiency, less
power loss, low current

and voltage stress,
suitable for HEV

and EV

Requires intelligent
and appropriate
voltage sensing,

complex
control system

Full-Bridge
Converter, Active

and
Charge/Discharge

2n + 2 switches,
2 capacitors

Medium,
Complex Low, Better High/High Large,

Costly

Bidirectional, high
balancing efficiency,

power loss is negligible

Complex control
system, costly

PWM Controller,
Active and

Charge/Discharge

n switches,
2 resistors
2 diodes,

n − 1 inductors

Medium,
Complex Low, Better High/High Large,

Costly
Bidirectional, medium

balancing efficiency,

Several switches and
components are

required for balance,
and a complicated

control system, high
current and

voltage stress
Complete Shunting
Balancing, Active

and Charge

2n switches,
n diodes

Medium,
Medium

Minor,
Good Low/Low Small,

Cheap

Medium balancing
efficiency, small size,

and cheap

Work only in
charging mode
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4.4. Temperature, Power, and Heat Management

Balanced and efficient power distribution is the recent challenge on EVs, whereas
minimal power loss and abuse take advantage. Without power management, the overall
system performance is reduced. Besides that, different types of electronic equipment,
irregular operation in equipment and machinery, and unreliable power supply are the
reasons for the lower effectiveness of the BESS. Managing the stabilized power supply and
power control during the charging time of EVs using a management system and power
control is an intelligent and highly beneficial method. Considering SOC, SOH, and aging,
optimal power regulation and management are required to maximize system protection,
longevity, and efficiency. It decreases power loss and maintenance of the automated control
and administration of EV systems. An ESS’s temperature control component keeps the
LIB within thermal range. It regulates heating and cooling. To prevent explosions, the EV
battery’s temperature is constantly monitored. The LIB pack must be compatible with the
EV. The BMS controls onboard cooling and heating systems [64–66].

A LIB comprises an electrode, electrolyte, and separator covered by a shell. For safe
operation and better performance, a LIB’s functional temperature range is 15 ◦C to 45 ◦C.
Below 15 ◦C, a LIB may not function well and electrochemical reactions do not execute well.
In low temperatures, during the charging period, lithium dendrites can damage the film;
therefore, a short circuit occurs in the LIB. Additionally, LIB voltage increases until it reaches
the cut-off voltage and faces capacitive loss. Furthermore, a high temperature (>40 ◦C) is
challenging for a LIB’s smooth operation [67,68]. Due to a high temperature, with a LIB’s
electrochemical properties misbalancing, an explosion occurs. An explosion occurs when
the LIB becomes hot, and the internal chemical releases CO, C2H2, and H2S. Furthermore,
a short circuit occurs in the internal LIB power circuit structure. Several thermal manage-
ment methods are present in Figure 7, and more details are present in [69,70].
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4.5. Data Storage and Acquisition: Communication and Networking

Electric vehicle (EV) systems incorporate a vehicle’s subsystems and networks. EV
performance requires the electronic tracking, configuration, and modification of the BMS.
It may also identify EV charging stations and anticipate driving range. The BMS maintains
battery data from the EV storage system, like voltage and SOC from the LIB, reading
temperature, charge and discharge of the battery, and program control. The BMS transmits
and processes the stored data of cell equations, fault diagnostics, heat management, and
monitoring through the controller. The EV’s central controller is connected to several
control units that calculate the BMS operation and provide identical decision output. The
data-acquiring systems include assembling the ESS features and measuring the condition
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using the BMS. Additionally, this acquisition-system processing equipment comprises
instruments and applications [71,72].

The LIB data acquisition system is compatible with, e.g., pressure, gas, or other digital
and analog sensors. The inner-core status of cells must be known to develop precise cell
models, comprehend the purpose of developing accurate cell models, and understand cell
performance inside a module. Inadequate temperature management systems can cause
unbalanced aging and rapid cell degeneration. An internal array of seven thermistors
was built to provide the core temperature by combining these readings with cell current
via a bus bar, attached sensors, and voltage sensor measurements. Creating smart cells
also incorporates power line communication (PLC) circuitry [73]. The MODBUS TCP
protocol permits a WIFI link between the EV and the computer by allowing all signals
to be wirelessly delivered from the EV and received in a computer. The signals collected
from the acquisition prototype were utilized to assess both the correctness of its operation,
validating it using a “NI myDAQ,”, and the modification in the period of the measured
quantities to determine the behavior correctness of its operation, validating it using a “NI
myDAQ” and the change in a period of the estimated quantities of the batteries during
their discharge process [74]. Data storage and acquisition make it possible to identify LIB’s
optimal operating and preventive maintenance conditions.

4.6. Fault Assessment and Diagnosis

Some potential complications in an ESS include overpowering flow, lower charge,
voltage stress, and very high and low temperatures. The BMS also knows about system-
maintenance defects, power errors, code errors, preparing deficiencies, availability, and
break problems. Additionally, based on the indicative developments, the BMS must inter-
pret and determine the deceptions and make suitable decisions. Innovations, framework
knowledge, tight supervision, group exchanges, documents, and others are required for
advanced measurement. LIBs are evaluated using signal control strategies, research models,
and knowledge. A fault evaluation is used to simplify the project and expand the condition
of the LIBs in ES [75,76].

There is a sophisticated nonlinear time-varying arrangement with several inconsis-
tencies in the LIB. Rapidly, LIB fault diagnosis without visible problems is becoming
challenging using the fault diagnosis approach. Voltage fluctuation is a typical fault re-
sponse in reality. Therefore, voltage inconsistency monitoring is crucial for the LIBs in EVs
to operate safely and dependably. For the LIBs in EVs to operate safely and dependably,
voltage inconsistency monitoring is therefore vital. The entropy approach does not depend
on a precise analysis model and professional knowledge. Additionally, it ignores the system
structure and complex fault mechanisms. Therefore, it has resulted in widespread con-
cern [77], and more details on fault diagnosis are present in [78]. BMS collects battery data,
power input/performance, user interfaces, sensors, and ES frameworks. Thus, improving
EV application by executing BMD to extend ESD life and ensure power, efficiency, and
precise energy assessment is critical.

5. Issues and Challenges

LIBs have several features: high capacity, high power and energy density, high-
temperature tolerance and cyclic life, long duty cycle, fast charging, and less effective
memory. However, there are some issues, so it is required to indicate appropriate solutions
for safety excitabilities, recycling and environmental impacts, custom and expansive char-
acteristics, and the discharging- and charging-period memory effect for a wide range of
sequential uses. These issues are also applicable to other electrochemical batteries for EV
applications. The following are summaries of the main problems.

5.1. Real-Time SOC and SOH Estimation

SOC estimation is challenging due to the highly non-linear properties of EVs. However,
it has flaws like early SOC faults, current measurement and integration faults, and battery
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capacity uncertainties. Furthermore, the battery needs to rest; measuring open-circuit
voltage is impossible in real-time. There is a technique for estimating parameter errors,
voltage and current measurement errors, aging, and temperature. It takes longer and costs
more money to use electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Various SOC and SOH
estimation methods (Figure 8) determine EV batteries’ SOC and SOH [40,79]. However,
real-time determining the SOC in practical situations is difficult with the present methods.
A low-cost BMS with little memory but high speed is the most challenging to estimate
SOC. Current methods for real-time SOH estimation do not include minority battery health.
Presently, model-based techniques have some drawbacks and cannot correctly predict
health states [80,81]. Different training and machine learning methodologies are also
problematic when using data-driven approaches. As a result, the owner has two choices:
replace the battery before it completely fails, increase the risk of a financial burden and
environmental waste for the owner, or wait for the storm to fall.

5.2. Optimal Charging Problem and Characterization

The current charging technique takes a long time to charge an EV’s batteries with
a battery pack, which is less efficient and less safe. The CC trickle is the most common
technique for charging methods. However, as it uses low currents, charging takes a longer
time. Increasing the charging current reduces charging time but raises the OCV of streamers
above the safe threshold and generates heat. There are significant drawbacks to traditional
battery charging methods. Therefore, balancing the charging efficiency, heat, battery
lifespan, and degradation is challenging. There are several concerns with the real-time
estimations of SOC and SOH in a BMS since they are time-demanding and inaccurate.
Simple OCV–SOC models for real-time SOC assessments are less accurate and accumulate
errors from other estimated parameters. These OCV models encompass the predicted SOC
range based on battery usage and the entire SOC range, mainly obtained with a complete
charge/discharge profile. It is challenging to characterize SOH in real time [82,83].

5.3. Battery Models

BMS batteries are typically characterized using physical (equivalent, electrochemical)
and data-driven (hybrid) techniques. Testing in different environments is impossible due to
the need for precise conditions. Data-driven algorithms’ performance and computational
complexity highly depend on test data and training procedures. It has resulted in several
clever techniques/algorithms [84,85].

5.4. Data Abundance, Variety, and Integrity Issues

The accuracy of clever algorithms in battery models mainly depends on the amount
and diversity of data available. However, gathering a considerable amount of different data
takes a long time, increasing computing complexity and increasing the risk of over-fitting.
The data bank’s fixed charge/discharge pattern and laboratory temperature settings ensure
data integrity. Moreover, laboratory battery test benches suffer from poor accuracy, high
noise, and EMI. Thus, the BMS must be evaluated in various real-world scenarios.

5.5. Parameter Selection and Optimization for Intelligent Algorithms

Framework, training methodologies, input features, and hyperparameter change all
influence the performance of intelligent algorithms. Designing the appropriate structure
and choosing the correct hyperparameters for intelligent algorithms is problematic, result-
ing in data under- and overfitting. The current trial-and-error methods for selecting hyper
settings are time-consuming and exhausting for humans. Optimization is required for both
intelligent approaches and various control schemes. However, optimization algorithms
differ between convergence rates, execution times, and compliance rates.
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5.6. Thermal Management and Thermal Runaway

To obtain precise SOC and RUL measurements and prevent system failures, BMS
relies on collecting local and distributed temperature data. However, a smart BMS relies
on accurate, low-cost temperature sensors and has a wide temperature range, especially
monitoring inside temperatures. Overcharging one cell to a voltage more significant
than the industry norm (4.35 V) and increasing the frequency at which it is charged and
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discharged contribute to the irreversible chemical process. Potential side effects include
lithium plating, overcharging, short-circuiting, and heat buildup. Accelerated charging
raises the risk of thermal runaway, resulting in an explosion [86–88].

5.7. RUL Prediction Issues

It is challenging to predict RUL via BMS effectively due to modeling insufficiencies,
system noise, and reduced sensor fidelity, among other issues. Because of the many
unknowns involving RUL prediction using aging mechanisms, this method can only
be used for a select few battery types. Health indicator inaccuracy makes it difficult
to accurately predict RUL using data-driven strategies, while computational difficulties
complicate attempts to use hybrid approaches [79,89].

5.8. Battery Charger and Discharging Issue

Another problem for BMS is the lack of universal battery chargers. Custom battery
chargers tend to be more compact and intended for domestic use, leading to increased
electrical clutter and environmental waste. As a result of the wide variety of batteries
in use, battery charger designers must handle this issue. Working with damaged or old
batteries necessitates using safe–discharge batteries, which can be dangerous. Batteries in
brine produce hydrogen and oxygen gases that must be vented to avoid detonation. Using
resistors to release batteries requires a low current to prevent overheating [90,91].

5.9. Cells Degradation and Early Discharge Termination

If all battery cells in a pack begin with the same SOC, having a lower capacity than
other serially connected cells results in cell imbalance. The collection will achieve a specific
voltage. However, each cell’s voltage will vary. If the lower cell’s capacity is less than
10%, the voltage rises to a dangerous level, causing cell breakdown or safety issues. Thus,
cell breakdown processes are auto-accelerating, making BMS management difficult. Early
discharge termination reduces battery capacity if cells in a pack reach a lower voltage
threshold. This voltage is below the pack’s threshold. Low cells are bypassed to extend the
discharge time of the battery. However, efficient forgetting costs a BMS. Excessive charging
can also cause detonation [91,92].

5.10. Safe and Efficient Operation

Operations can be extended due to a loss of LIB capacity. A serially connected battery
that exceeds the 4.35 V limit may cause a charging interruption to prevent overloading.
Undercharged batteries have a shorter life span. Batteries lack a safe working range
due to constantly changing internal and external factors [93]. This may cause significant
concerns with cell reliability and stability. Furthermore, maintaining a proficient operational
condition is difficult, especially for BMS peripheral control units, as several circumstances
impact battery electrochemical properties.

5.11. Aging and Memory Effect

A battery ages due to internal resistance and capacitance fading. High temperatures
also speed up the aging process. It is impossible to tell when a battery is getting old until it
suddenly stops working. A model that considers cell aging factors is required to solve this
problem. The memory effect occurs after repeated charge–discharge cycles: less memory
capacity and possible cell imbalances [94,95].

5.12. Hysteresis Characteristics with Existing BMS

It is difficult to accurately measure the SOC because the SOC–OCV curve changes
with charging and discharging. These four factors work together to create the characteristic
hysteresis of electrical circuits. Different BMSs use various cell balancing and communica-
tion systems. As a result, software and hardware are not interchangeable between different
BMSs. Recycling old battery packs in other BMSs is impossible because the current BMS is
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not universal in many other characteristics, such as battery selection, algorithm selection,
and restrictions on battery packs.

5.13. Self-Evaluation with Capacity and Power Fading

BMS is difficult to evaluate due to numerous complex factors such as power and
capacity fading, heat impact on various inputs, and LIB relaxation impact. This necessitates
studying BMS assessment and validation under different failure scenarios. Real-world
temperature changes, both gradual and rapid, cause the further development of real-time
self-evaluation. The battery’s active components change during discharge, generating
a more significant reduction in capacity. Power output can be impacted by improving the
internal impedance and voltage drop. The SOC error is inflated because of both occurrences.

5.14. Capacity Estimation and Modeling

The capacity of a battery can currently be estimated via a full discharge test, and
the equation capacity = RI/dt can be found online. Longer integration times increase
capacity, while a steady discharge rate allows maximum power. The battery discharge rate
is not continuous. Therefore, the battery will not always be completely depleted. Similar
questions remain for battery modeling under varied situations or with a combination of
parameters rather than just one.

5.15. Safety and Potential Risks

During cycling, each cell responds differently, resulting in a safety issue. Temperature
fluctuations and other external environmental influences degrade the LIBs’ performance.
Leakage, insulation breaks, and short circuits can result from battery degeneration. Suppose
LIBs are opened in the open air or exposed to water. In that case, new hazards may arise,
such as spontaneous combustion and explosions, exothermic interactions of lithium ions
with oxygen, exothermic reactions creating exothermic reactions, hydrogen gas, etc. These
reactions can be deadly. Batteries are also harmful because of the proximity of highly
reactive substances. If overheating or overcharging occurs, fires or explosions are a risk.
The cathode can dissolve if the maximum voltage is exceeded, increasing heat and short-
circuit dangers. The electrolyte can also decompose at excessively high voltages, which is
exceptionally harmful [96,97].

5.16. Battery Recycling and Reuse

Another issue that requires attention is the recycling of batteries. A system for collect-
ing and recycling batteries is needed to keep up with the growing amount of spent LIBs.
In addition, this will lessen environmental issues and boost the possibilities for recycling.
However, there is not a well-defined procedure with the fewest negative consequences
on the environment. An additional problem for BMSs is the reuse of batteries. Battery
characterizations performed in laboratories, which are only valid once, are extensively
relied upon by BMS algorithms. The batteries’ electrochemical properties change with time
as they are used and exposed to different environmental circumstances. Therefore, it is
unsafe to assume that old batteries have the same characteristics as new ones. Metals like
copper, aluminum, and cobalt are also found in batteries. Due to the accelerated mining
of the metals utilized in batteries and a rise in their prices, it would be good if we could
use these batteries again [98,99]. Nowadays, bulk retired batteries are used for renewal
ESS and applications worldwide. The BMS is essential to second life-cycle battery-safe
operation [93].

5.17. Chargers Communication

The BMS must connect with the vehicle’s internal components, charger, and external
devices to function correctly. Internal communication is handled through various controlled
area network buses. The system management bus (SMBus) communicates with the charger
and supplies it with information on the battery’s current state and previous usage. However,
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due to the vast number of manufacturers and battery types, it is challenging to design
a consistent connection with the charger.

5.18. Self-Discharge and Charging/Discharging Rate

Battery self-discharge can cause errors in SOC estimation. Temperature, diffusion
process effects, cycle times, and storage time can cause self-discharge. Evaluating SOC
depends on charging and discharging rates. The deeper the engagement, the more critical
it is to keep the battery within safe parameters.

5.19. Power Source and Consumption

Since EVs have no other means of generating electricity except batteries, the BMS
must draw its power from the battery it is tasked with safeguarding and maintaining. As
a result, the BMS becomes more challenging to design. When an automobile operates,
idling, or charging, its BMS consumes power. For this reason, if the car is left uncharged for
an extended period, the BMS must consume very little energy to prevent battery depletion.
Even with well-known automobiles like Tesla, this issue is still fairly prevalent.

5.20. Battery Disposal Issues

It is necessary to properly dispose of some types of spent batteries because they are
considered hazardous trash. Explosions, environmental problems, and safety difficulties
can result if these LIBs are not correctly disposed of. Clean-up costs are also a possibility.
Battery disposal is a complicated process that includes regulatory concerns, transportation,
treatment, and disposal costs.

5.21. Miscellaneous Issues

Data logging features are critical for generating a database of driving patterns and
other helpful information for EVs, and BMS has many other challenges. On the other
hand, the BMS circuitry is complicated, costly, heavy, uses a lot of power, and makes it
difficult to regulate pressure. There is a limited amount of data logging functions available
in a BMS. Advances in electric vehicle technology necessitate a sophisticated BMS. Energy
computation and safety systems are affected by LIB pack SOC imbalances. Less effort has
been made to evaluate and compare the performance of various types of prognosis, making
prognostics less efficient than diagnostics. In reverse, utilizing separate battery modules
from multiple manufacturers, a tiny battery testing system is required to test the batteries.
Next, we will discuss various solutions to our current issues/challenges.

6. Recommendations

Based on issues and challenges, sustainable EV-applicable future research and devel-
opment scopes are recommended and highlighted. The future LIB manufacturing and
technological advancement have been obtained as follows:

6.1. Enhancing Safety and Reliability

Current models limit battery status predictions, cell balancing, and optimal charging
(electric/thermal and data-driven). Improved efficiencies and lower costs for batteries
are required. A change in current affects the SOC and SOE, while capacity changes affect
the SOH and RUL. Multi-scale and co-estimation procedures utilizing various spatial and
temporal scales should be developed to estimate battery conditions accurately. BMS’s
computing time will be reduced as a result.

Additionally, optimizing data-driven control strategies with multiple scales and di-
mensions may be more effective for jointly estimating numerous scale states. The most
common dangers associated with LIBs include high-voltage exposure, fires, combustibility,
arcing, and the toxicity of vented gas, among other things. Batteries’ safety and reliability
can be improved by using interlock circuits and insulation monitoring, which keep the
PCBs inside the batteries and the connectors at appropriate distances. Optocouplers are
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worse in terms of performance and reliability in galvanic signal isolation. Hence, digital
isolator ICs should be utilized instead, reducing the risk of a fire by putting sensors inside
the battery pack. Contactors and fuses should be employed when separating the battery
pack from the system. The electrical behavior of the battery should be used to prevent
software and sensor mistakes. Safety and reliability must be balanced so that no one safety
action can lead to another hazard. Current interrupt devices and techniques with positive
temperature coefficients will help keep LIBs safe. A low-cost alternative to increasing BMS
security could be gas sensors. A strict standard of safety must be adhered to by all BMS
units to comply with the ISO26262 standard [91].

6.2. Algorithm Hybridization and Advanced Prognostic

Recent research has revealed that optimizing hybridized intelligent algorithms offers
advantages over optimizing single intelligent algorithms. However, complexity and un-
desirable outcomes have both increased. The development of efficient hybrid algorithms
requires further investigation. Temperature, charge/discharge rate, DOD, vibrations, and
other variables should be monitored using advanced prognostics and health management
(PHM) techniques, so that a BMS can make better decisions and improve the system’s
overall safety, reliability, and lifespan.

6.3. Advanced Thermal Management

A reliable BMS should use intelligent methods for estimating the battery state and
for troubleshooting. Time and training accuracy issues plague deep learning algorithms.
Research on parameters and activity algorithms is required to speed up the training process.
Improved battery temperature control is needed. Sensor-less temperature sensing and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy should be encouraged to improve accuracy and
safety. Newer technology should also be used to determine the interior temperature.
External battery thermal management technology includes air/liquid and material cooling.

6.4. Life Cycle Assessment and Aging Effect

New materials and their effect on battery lifespan patterns need further study. LIBs
should not be made with materials that are rare, expensive, toxic, or difficult to recycle.
Through model simulations, it is possible to increase the battery pack’s life by using new
materials without harming the battery’s performance at a steady state. The battery makers
will be more interested, and the recycling load and disposal infrastructure will be reduced.
For a BMS to forecast SOH effectively, it is critical to understand the impact of aging on LIB
parameters. The aging dynamics of batteries are complex, intertwined, and similar, making
it difficult to assess their age. This effect causes the development of new approaches.

6.5. Enhancing LIBs Capacity and Fast Charging

Many hidden factors affect a LIB’s capacity, including vibrations, ambient elements,
operational conditions, and technical differences. It is impossible to forecast the degen-
eration due to all this correctly. To extend the useful life of LIBs, new technologies must
be created. To improve battery efficiency and the accuracy of predictions, it is necessary
to employ new methods of abnormality detection and diverse driving styles. The rise
of electric vehicles causes rapid charging. There must be a far more advanced battery
management system to prevent overcharging or overheating in fast-charging batteries.
A charging strategy that is efficient, safe, and based on optimal solutions should be the goal
of BMS’s charging system.

6.6. Reuse and Recycling

There should also be research on battery reuse to conserve excess energy. These
strategies need to be effective while also being kind to the environment. It will also help
preserve the Earth’s limited supply of lithium-ion batteries. Recycled batteries still contain
valuable power. There are 6831 cells in a Tesla Roadster’s battery, and if no one recycles
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them, there will be a lot of waste. Government and non-governmental organizations
should work together to develop new technologies to discover the most cost-effective and
beneficial methods of recovering this valuable energy and resources from old batteries.
The disposal of used LIBs is regulated differently in different countries. Universal and
consistent rules must be established, however, to deal with this problem without harming
the environment and to enhance the work of scientists and industry alike.

6.7. Wireless and Universal BMS

To establish a universal and open-source BMS, adaptive techniques must be developed.
Various BMS manufacturers can work together to improve and develop hardware and
software, enhancing BMS’s overall efficiency. It will also make BMSs more cost-effective
and satisfy future needs by allowing the easy integration of third-party functionalities.
Improved performance and cultural shifts necessitate a wireless BMS. This will lower
the cost, weight, and size of the BMS by eliminating the enormous amount of wiring in
the current BMS. Any component that needs to be repaired or replaced is more complex
or takes longer due to the present wiring. Two benefits of wireless battery management
systems are improved vehicle efficiency and reduced operating costs.

6.8. Structure and Virtualization

In an accident, the battery’s two electrodes must be separated by insulation. Using
fire retardants with a higher flashpoint than electrolytes will help. Using the wrong fuel,
oxidizer, or control unit can cause a fire or other anomaly in the battery. Rather than
the BMS master control unit, the vehicle’s control unit should be replaced with a virtual
computer. The overall BMS system will save money, time, and space because only the
agent modules will be responsible for monitoring and measuring. PikeOS from SYSGO, for
example, can monitor this virtual machine in real-time.

6.9. Integration with Big Data

Using cloud computing, cloud storage, and big data platforms can improve the accu-
racy of intelligent algorithms. Cloud-based BMS systems and digital twins could help with
data logging and computational issues. With thoughtful approaches, it is possible to train
in real time and more precisely and accurately.

6.10. Installations Recommendations

There must be rigorous adherence to the equipment rating and labeling instructions.
In case of a replacement, be sure the new equipment is compatible with the old. Verification
by a third party is highly advised to ensure product safety and ward off the manufacturer’s
or designer’s mistakes. Removing the entire battery bank is always preferable to removing
just a few batteries. Keeping a safety logbook and doing frequent safety checks of the
BMS are necessary to meet any new regulations or to make adjustments. Perfection in
hardware or software manipulation is required for a tamper-proof BMS. The BMS must shut
down/disconnect and reset the load/charger if it detects abnormal behavior or readings.

7. Conclusions

Battery management is a critical concern for EV adoption due to battery life cycle,
safety, cost, and temperature difficulties. In contrast to other works that analyze only one
or two aspects of battery management, this work examines all facets. This study discusses
various BMS topologies, features/functions, requirements, and comparisons. For the BMS,
six points were highlighted, especially focused on battery cell charge balancing techniques.
BMS’s main challenges are real-time SOC and SOH estimation, optimal charging problems,
thermal management and runaway, and battery recycling and reuse. This paper suggests
future BMS trends such as hybridized intelligent algorithms, universal BMS, efficient
prototype design, enhanced predictive methods, and BMS virtualization. This review shows
that BMSs still face several obstacles, even when applying various suitable algorithms and
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complex approaches/models. Future EVs’ BMS must execute numerous advanced activities
in real time to handle the complicated nature of batteries, cope with severe conditions, and
meet future EVs’ needs. This research shows that EV adoption will be challenging unless
current issues are solved and better BMSs are built. A complete discussion, analysis, and
suggestions are provided, which will be helpful to vehicle engineers and EV producers.
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